JOURNAL
HERE’S THE THING!

ETFs are a game changer. Now
that you can customize your
beta and smart beta exposure to
asset classes, regions and
countries, investment styles
and strategies with products at
bargain basement prices, the
idea of paying active
management fees for anything
but pure alpha seems ludicrous.
What is the traditional active
asset management community
to do?
Here’s a radical idea; what if we
were to embrace change,
advocate fee transparency,
demonstrate our worth and
seek to get paid for it? In this,
and the next issue of Quaero
JOURNAL, I argue for more
transparency and for more
performance fees.

Volume 1 / Issue 2: September, 2015
RESOLVE:
“ACTIVE INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
FEES ARE TOO HIGH”
Ridiculous! The resolution is absurd. In a free market economy providers
are free to charge what the market will bear. The issue is not whether
investment fees are too high; the issue is whether fees are fully and
responsibly disclosed. Transparency is the issue.

Ashby Monk
Executive Director and
Research Director of
Stanford University's
Global Projects Center

On July 8, Ashby Monk, Ph.D., executive
director of the Global Projects Center at
Stanford University and a senior research
associate at the University of Oxford wrote
in Institutional Investor, “Mankind’s
Survival Requires Fee Transparency. No,
Seriously.” In his article Ashby bemoans the
investor’s ignorance of fees paid to financial
intermediaries and he makes a plea for
“militant fee and cost transparency . . . to
save capitalism from endemic shorttermism and rent seeking and to unlock the
capital we require to finance critical
projects.”

In today’s advanced information age of course, unrestrained capitalism is
very much under attack. So are fees and costs associated with investment
management and related services. Paul Myners tackled fee and other
industry issues in the UK fifteen years ago with some positive and still evolving regulatory change across Europe, most
notably in the form of MiFID I (Markets in Financial Instruments Directive – 88 pages published April 2004) and later,
MiFID II (148 pages published May, 2014). But change is slow, and in the face of industry lobby, inadequate. Not
surprisingly, investors’ trust in the motives of active managers continues to erode as we witness a rush to low-priced,
passive and semi-passive investment product, courtesy of industry leaders like John C. Bogle, founder of The Vanguard
Group, and others.

If indeed there is value in active management, the case needs to be made, and can only be made when trust is restored
with the benefit of fully transparent fee information. Transparent pricing will free the market to set fair overall price levels
and will serve to rebuild investor confidence in the motives of our active management community.
Much has been written on fees and fee transparency in our industry. Here is my “road less traveled” take on one of several
fee related issues that must be addressed on the road to greater transparency. More about fees and transparency to come
in future issues of the Quaero JOURNAL or call me, and we can talk about it.
Today’s Issue: “The industry standard” fee structure charges fees as a percent (basis
points or “bps”) of a volatile asset base rather than in absolute dollar (or other local
currency) terms, what we shall refer to as a “flat fee”.
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Asset managers argue that “the industry standard” fee structure “aligns” their interests
with those of the client since the manager benefits directly when s/he earns higher returns
for the client. But their argument is far outweighed by the following concerns that render
the “aligned interest” position entirely dubious.

Paul (Baron) Myners, CBE
. . . worked in the financial
sector since 1974. In 1985,
he moved to pension fund
manager Gartmore Group
as chief executive,
becoming chairman in
1987 and remaining there
until 2001. In March of
2001 he submitted a wide
ranging report on the UK
Investment Industry to
Gordon Brown, then
Chancellor of the
Exchequer, HM Treasury.

1. Investor contributions automatically increase the asset base on which fees are
calculated. Furthermore, even passively invested assets grow through time. Much of the
increase in portfolio size (and fees) is driven by investor contributions or simple “beta”, i.e.,
market exposure without any added value on the part of the manager. The “alpha”, or active
manager’s added value, generally explains the much smaller portion of overall portfolio
appreciation. Why should active managers get a raise for market value increments that
arise as a consequence of investor contributions or passive market exposure that bears no
relationship to the manager’s skill set or performance? The industry standard obviates the
need for regular accountability on the part of the asset manager to justify higher fees that
automatically result from higher asset values. In effect, the manager gets an automatic
salary increase in every year that asset values increase, whether through investor
contributions, passive market exposure or manager skill, without the need to justify their
salary increase.

2. The industry standard obscures fee negotiations by directing investor attention to
individual manager fees and, if the investor is inclined to compare, to the competitive
landscape of similar products whose fees are also quoted in bps. Investor focus however,
should be on the value of services provided for dollars paid and on the important question
of the reasonability of the industry standard itself. For example, is 75 bps ($37,500) a fair
and reasonable fee for an account valued at $5 million? Is a scaled-for-size 60 bps (now
$210,000) a fair and reasonable fee for an account valued at $35 million? Does the $35
million account receive value more than five times that provided to the $5 million account?
Fund managers, particularly those that manage less liquid asset classes, can (and do) argue
that they have limited alpha generating potential in terms of the amount of money that they can manage while continuing
to add alpha at the required level. They therefore consider it fair and reasonable to charge the same (or slightly scaled)
amount in bps for any amount of that limit that gets used up by a client adding funds. This is the classical one-sided
argument, the fallacy of which arises only in hindsight, when the implied alpha is not delivered and the investor sees that
s/he has unfairly borne the fee risk as well as the market risk.
3. Finally, to the less experienced investor the industry standard is deceptive. Fees are quoted in bps (EG 75 bps
declining to 50 bps for size) or in percentage terms (e.g. 2% and 20% of profits). These sound very reasonable when
measured against expected gross returns, what I call “the dream”, that the uninitiated will naively assume are in the order
of 10 to 15% or more. The less experienced investor (which sadly includes too many institutional investment committee
members) has little awareness of the capital markets history from which we learn that real (after inflation) return
expectations are considerably lower than naively assumed gross returns. From market equilibrium, before transaction
costs, one might reasonably expect real returns of 7% on equities and 3% on long, corporate bonds, thus 5.4% on a
balanced fund using a 60/40 mix. Today one might hope for another 0.6% of manager generated alpha yielding a gross
real return of 6.0% on a balanced, diversified portfolio. Seen in this context, industry standard fees take on a new
significance. John Bogle has estimated that with fees at 2.5% per annum (the price of many mutual funds) over a typical
investor's lifetime, an astounding 80% of compounding returns ends up in the hands of the manager, not the investor i. I
share my radical solution to this problem in the next issue of Quaero JOURNAL.
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OUR HOPE:

He will bring to light what is hidden in darkness and will expose
the motives of the heart. 1 Corinthians 4:5
This is our hope.

RetireMentors: http://www.marketwatch.com/story/john-bogle-retirement-investorsleave-80-on-the-table-2014-02-06;John Bogle: Retirement investors leave 80%
on the table By Mitch Tuchman; Published: Feb 6, 2014 11:29 a.m. ET
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